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A Letter from the Coronets:
Hello all,

We hope everyone had a good Thanksgiving. The month started off busy with the Highlands and Islands demo.
It was a little bit exciting with the tents taking off. New poles and top we be gotten well before needed at Gulf
Wars. At meeting it was announced that a bid for A&S was summited, that event is in September so plenty of
time to get ready if we get the event. On that note the Baroney is hosted an event at Camp Wilkes the last
weekend of March. So stay tuned for more information on that after the holidays. 12th is fast approaching lots
of fun, food , fighting and all around good cheer.
From all of us to all of you HAPPY HOLIDAYS. Be safe in all that you do
Baron Aeduinn
Baroness Deborah
PSA ...The Baroness bands all forms of lavander in her presence for the duration of her term
Master Æduin Hacke and Baroness Deborah of Haleshaven

A letter from Mistress Taya, Seneschal
Greeting unto our most magnificent Excellencies, the Baron and Baroness of Seleone and unto the populace
of the Great Lands of Seleone.
This month brings us to the ending of a very busy year of which will include our December tradition of the
Cookie party and a month closer to when we will host our one-day event known ever so lovingly and
historically as “Twelfth Night”. The first of December also welcomed a most joyous time at our Cousin’s (The
Barony of Axemoor) Christmas Revel which was held locally at Camp Wilkes of the Back Bay. Let me add
that I sincerely hope to see many of you at our many activities that various members will host through out
the month.
Now for some updates. Her Excellency, our Baroness of Seleone, Orliadh An Einigh (mka: Nancy) and myself
have officially talked to and signed the contract for the use of Camp Wilkes for our end of March event which
will be on the dates of March 29-31 of 2019. I am so excited for our group to be hosting a local event and for
the known world to see our southern hospitality. Please, please consider what your might be able to do to
assist Orliadh (Nancy) with this event.
One last thing, as always vitally important in my book is, please remember that I am always here, and you
may contact me via my email MistressTaya@cableone.net or seneschal@seleone.org
I remain faithfully in Service,
Mistress Taya de Montgomery, OP

PREPARING FOR GULF WAR!
A Request From the Campmaster!
To all of those planning to attend Gulf Wars this year:
Please send all of your tent dimensions, types, and special
requests to the campmaster (Gunnulf Hvitaskeggr) ASAP
through FACEBOOK so that he can start plotting the lay of
our land.

225416

Simple life, superfood diet of Lapland’s Sami people
Lapland is a cultural region that spans the arctic areas of Finland, Norway, Sweden, and the northwest tip of mainland
Russia.
Traditional Laplanders are called the Sami people. Many of them still live the way their ancestors did, herding reindeer
that forage across the wide arctic expanse for lichens in the winter and green plants in the summer.
The Sami lifestyle is simple and peaceful. The diet is rich in an array of superfoods.
The Sami people rely on reindeer for their very existence. They eat reindeer meat, use the milk for cheese, and the skins
for clothing, blankets, and shelter. They create tools and decorations from the bones and antlers.
The Sami also use reindeer as pack and harness animals. Even the Lapland police use reindeer! In arctic weather,
reindeer are more reliable than motorized vehicles or other animals.
All reindeer are considered domesticated in Lapland. Reindeer hunting is illegal.
Lean reindeer meat as healthy as fish
With a fat content of only two per cent, reindeer meat is very lean. Beef typically has a fat content of nine percent, with
lamb as high as 17 percent.
Reindeer meat also has more than twice as much vitamin B12 than veal or lamb. Vitamin B12 is essential to the human
diet to prevent anemia and other health problems.
Reindeer meat’s healthy fatty acids resemble those in fish. A three and a half ounce (100 grams) serving of reindeer meat
contains the daily recommended dose of omega-3 and 6.
One reason that Lapland reindeer meat is so healthy could be the animal’s diet, which is comprised mainly of lichens in
the winter and green plants in the summer.
Lichen improves the animal’s digestion and is also rich in minerals. As a result, the meat contains high amounts of vitamin
B12, selenium, zinc and iron.
Reindeer milk has an amazing 22% fat content, which is six times as much as dairy milk.
Laplanders make a firm cheese from reindeer milk called leipäjuusto, that softens when it is heated.
Traditionally, people used to let leipäjuusto get totally dried so that they could then store it for up to several years.
For eating, they used to heat the almost rock hard leipäjuusto cheese on a fire to soften it and to produce appetizing
aroma.
Today, the cheese is dried by keeping it in a well-ventilated area for a few days. But, unlike the original version, it has a
mild flavor.
Outside Lapland, leipäjuusto is called “Finnish Squeaky Cheese.”
Deer image::https://onekindplanet.org/animal/caribou-or-reindeer/
Map image: http://www.cartographik.com/
Lapland clothing;https://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samer

Finnish Squeaky Cheese or Bread Cheese
(Leipajuusto) Juustoa
2-½ gal pasteurized milk
or raw

1 tbsp. salt
1 tbsp. cornstarch
1 tbsp. sugar
1/2 tablet of Hanson's Rennet*

Instructions:
Heat milk in double boiler to 88°F (but not over 90°). Dissolve crushed rennet in 1 tbsp. of cool water; set aside. In a cup,
mix dry ingredients with a small amount of the warmed milk. Add this mixture and dissolved rennet into the rest of the
warmed milk. Stir well; set aside to jell. Do not disturb.
Jelling time varies from 20 to 45 minutes. Test by inserting wooden spoon into mixture. When jelled properly, the spoon
should leave a clean hole.
When jelled, stir to break up curds into 1-inch chunks. Let set 5-10 minutes until whey separates from curds. Set out a 9inch round cake pan with a thin, wet cloth draped over it. Pour jelled mixture onto cloth; gather all corners and squeeze
out as much whey as possible. Remove the cloth and firmly press mass into pan.
Bake at 400°F for 15 minutes. Periodically pour whey out. Broil on both sides until light golden brown. Cool on rack and
let dry 1-2 hours. Refrigerate.
https://www.geniuskitchen.com/recipe/juustoa-finnish-quot-squeaky-quotcheese-79377

History of the Canton
Prologue and Act I: The Strangers at Investiture
by Brother Svein of Orkney
Prologue

I, Brother Svien of Orkney, dedicate this work to the patron of my order, Saint Magnus. All that I am about to tell I have either
witnessed myself or heard from the lips of gentles whom I judge to have told me the truth as they remember it, without embellishment or
detraction.
Act I.
In the year of the Society XIII being 1978 Gregorian, during the reign of Orlando I, the Shire of Axemoor having prospered and
contributed to the Kingdom greatly, his Majesty was minded to create Axemoor a barony. The people of Axemoor conferred among
themselves and chose Lord Beorn Collenfehrth, a brave and noble Briton to be their baron. The investiture of Lord Beorn as Baron
Axemoor was set for the 2nd day of December at the time of Axemoor's Yule Feast and Revel.
The day of the investiture dawned cold and drizzly as is frequent in Axemoor at that time of year, but this daunted the spirit of the
populace not. In addition to the good folk of Axemoor, many gentles had come from the lands around for Lord Beorn was admired and
known throughout the Kingdom of Meridies and Axemoor was noted for its hospitality.
At that time, Eachen Tor-Graeme, a worthy Scott, was Seneschal of the lands of Axemoor. From among the throngs of celebrants,
Eachen noticed a lord and lady who were not known to him. The lady was very fair of face, quick of wit and courteous to all. The lord was
dark haired but carried himself with the pride and confidence of a Norseman. Eachen made himself known to these two strangers and
inquired as to who they may be.
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LARF Demo – Success!... Mostly
For those who weren't aware, or those who are
curious; Several of us from Seleone went over the
borders to assist our neighbors and friends with
their annual Louisiana Ren Fair Demo. Friday we
were met with a bit of rain, but managed to catch a
few eyes at least. Saturday was the hustle and
bustle that we always look for – we had several
fighters putting on a show for the hundreds
passing & sitting nearby, we had many sitting and
crafting in the tents for those who came in, several
outside the tent showing off garb and armor, and
several of us attended the parade as well. By
Sunday the rain returned and slowed us down once
again, forcing some of us to pack up and have to
leave early. Overall it was a good time, and well
put together I would say – Cheers to our friends
and neighbors in Axemoor and Nova!
Special thanks to Thora Ulfsdottir for donating the pictures

Another Star for the season
The Morning Star, or Morgenstern, first came into "widespread use" around the beginning of the fourteenth century, particularly in Germany and was a weapon
with a shaft, and a spiked ball on the striking end. There are several variations of this over the weapon's evolution, ranging from more of a mace type weapon, to a
weapon with one or several chain ends, or a Flail. The mace was a traditional knightly weapon that developed somewhat independently and as the mace
transitioned to being constructed entirely of metal, the morning star retained its wooden shaft. Other forms of this weapon had pommel ends, or up to a 6 foot shaft
with a spearhead on the tip for thrusting, and other such alterations.
While under scrutiny and research as to its military application, most hypotheses conclude that these chained weapons were more decorative than practical, others
saying that these never existed at all prior to the 16th century, and never used in battle. The chain makes this weapon very impractical in a formation, so it's more
likely that the chainless variations were seen in combat more often, while the chained versions likely found their way to tool sheds or mantles on display. Between
the rebound of a chain weapon like this being as disastrous for one's allies as their enemies, it provided a length that an enemy could grab or break, rendering the
weapon useless or dangerous to the user. Even some the pieces found in museums or on display in locations of interest have been put under a microscope and
called replicas, or for display only (poorly crafted). The depictions in artwork known worldwide are mostly done by artists that were known for doing fantastical
work as well, so the artwork was never part of a chronicle or mentioned in literature.

A more likely scenario is that these were experimental weapons used more for torture or intimidation, and less commonly used in battle – it would take a high level
of skill to properly use something like this. A similar claim against Japanese swords was dismissed, calling them clumsy and unwieldy, while watching an expert
shows the opposite so perhaps a flail was standard issue for certain knights somewhere – proper usage of a weapon requires and understanding of its
function. Whatever the Morning Star or Flails' uses, intended use, primary function, etc... were, it's clear that these were devastating weapons when used properly,
and weren't used for very long in comparison.
Another entertaining point of research – what if the flail was only meant to be used as a thrown weapon? … food for thought!

Thanks to Google art for pictures,
and to Medieval Warfare
magazine for research info.

Nov. 30 – Dec. 2 (Fri-Sun) – A Christmas Revel
Dec. 7 - 9(Fri-Sun) - Slay the Dragon and Save the Maiden! Shire of Vogelburg
Dec 12 – Christmas Cookie Party! @ THL House, contact Dediana for information
EARLY MENTION! (In case the letter runs late again):
Jan 5 (2019)– 12th Night, A Mid-Winter's Knight's Dream

As we get closer the Christmas Holidays and catching the
Christmas Spirit, there is a far sinister side to the
holiday.... Krampus

Who and what is this being? Why during the holidays?
The name Krampus comes from the Germanic "krampen", which means claw, In Norse mythology, he’s the son of the Norse god of
the underworld, Hel. Even though he was around before Christmas was celebrated, he’s now become a terrifying answer to our overly
sweet modern Christmas traditions. The Catholic Church tried at some point to ban European Krampus parades due
to Krampus' resemblance to the devil, but as you can probably guess, that just made them become all the more popular.

Krampus is widely celebrated in Central parts of Europe such as Germany, Austria, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and in
some very brave corners of the US.

Krampus: a half-goat, half-demon, horrific beast who literally beats people into being nice and not naughty.
Krampus isn't exactly the stuff of dreams: Bearing horns, dark hair, and fangs, the anti-St. Nicholas comes with a chain
and bells that he lashes about, along with a bundle of birch sticks meant to swat naughty children. He then hauls the bad
kids down to the underworld. This legendary beast also shares characteristics with other scary, demonic creatures in
Greek mythology, including satyrs and fauns.
Krampus, whose name is derived from the German word krampen, meaning claw, is said to be the son of Hel in Norse
mythology. The legendary beast also shares characteristics with other scary, demonic creatures in Greek mythology,
including satyrs and fauns.
The legend is part of a centuries-old Christmas tradition in Germany, where Christmas celebrations begin in early
December.
Krampus was created as a counterpart to kindly St. Nicholas, who rewarded children with sweets. Krampus, in contrast,
would swat "wicked" children and take them away to his lair.

According to folklore, Krampus purportedly shows up in towns the night before December 6, known as Krampusnacht, or
Krampus Night. December 6 also happens to be Nikolaustag, or St. Nicholas Day, when German children look outside their
door to see if the shoe or boot, they'd left out the night before contains either presents or a rod ( presents for good
children and rods for the naughty children).

Saint Nicholas
•

St Nicholas was born in Greece (now part of southern
Turkey) during the third century. He was brought up in a
devout Christian family, and his parents taught him
values of selflessness and self-sacrifice. Nicholas was
especially known for his generosity to people in need (he
had a reputation for secretly giving to the poor), his love
for children, and his concern for sailors who often worked
under some difficult conditions.
•

Nicholas was persecuted for his faith under the
Roman Emperor Diocletian and died on 6 December
343. A legend began which stated that, after his
death, manna (the nutritious substance God
miraculously provided for sustenance for the
Israelites during their 40 -year desert sojourn) formed
upon his grave. This manna was said to have healing
properties, spawning a new era of pious devotion to
Nicholas. The anniversary of his death became a day
of celebration, and of course came to be known as St
Nicholas Day.

•

St Nicholas was never actually officially canonized, as
this was not a common practice in the early church,
being only instituted in the 12th century. It was
common custom in those days for his devoted
followers to simply spread word of his generosity and
righteousness, thereby creating a larger following. By
the Middle Ages, he came to be venerated as "people's
saint", and churches and villages were named after
him. Thus, his "evolution" into sainthood occurred
over a period of hundreds of years.

Nicholas was born in Greece (now part of southern Turkey) during the third century. He was brought up in a
devout Christian family, and his parents taught him values of selflessness and self-sacrifice. Nicholas was
especially known for his generosity to people in need (he had a reputation for secretly giving to the poor),
his love for children, and his concern for sailors who often worked under some difficult conditions.
Nicholas was persecuted for his faith under the Roman Emperor Diocletian and died on 6 December 343. A
legend began which stated that, after his death, manna (the nutritious substance God miraculously provided
for sustenance for the Israelites during their 40-year desert sojourn) formed upon his grave. This manna was
said to have healing properties, spawning a new era of pious devotion to Nicholas. The anniversary of his death
became a day of celebration, and of course came to be known as St Nicholas Day. St Nicholas was never

actually officially canonized, as this was not a common practice in the early church, being only
instituted in the 12th century. It was common custom in those days for his devoted followers to
simply spread word of his generosity and righteousness, thereby creating a larger following. By the
Middle Ages, he came to be venerated as "people's saint", and churches and villages were named
after him. Thus, his "evolution" into sainthood occurred over a period of hundreds of years.

The remains of St. Nicholas, i.e. Santa
Claus, have been in a church in Bari,
Italy since they were stolen from Turkey
in 1087. St. Nicholas had a small body (he
was only 5’6) and a huge, masculine head,
with a square jaw and strong muscles in
the neck. He also had a broken nose, like
someone
had
beaten
him
up.

https://en.paperblog.com/10facial-reconstructions-of-fam oushistorical-figures-537861/

The crypt of St. Nicholas, popularly known as Santa Claus, was found in the famed saint’s namesake church in the Demre district of Antalya, a southern region of Turkey
believed to be his birthplace. The tomb was revealed during a digital analysis of the ground beneath the 5th century Byzantine church.
“We believe this shrine has not been damaged at all, but it is quite difficult to get to it as there are mosaics on the floor,” Cemil Karabayram, head of Antalya’s
Monument Authority told the Turkish Hurriyet Daily News. In order to get to the subterranean tomb to confirm whether St. Nicholas is inside, researchers will have to
remove the floor of the stone church without disturbing the striking frescoes representing the life of its namesake saint.
Luckily, the tomb is still intact, according to Karbayram. The same can’t be said for the tomb originally thought—before this one was unearthed—to have housed Saint
Nicholas. Within the St. Nicholas Church lies a smashed grave that was once believed to hold the bones of St. Nicholas. In 1071, during the conquest of the region by
Muslim Seljuq Turks, some Christians sought to bring the saint’s bones to a Christian territory. Sixteen years later, in 1087, Italian sailors stole the bones and
transported them to Bari, Italy. Until this discovery, the remains of the beloved saint were believed to have been in Italy at the Basilica di San Nicola, and even
to secrete manna (the sweet-smelling liquid dripping from the tomb was later revealed to be water).
At the site of what could be St. Nicholas’ actual tomb, Karabayram also found historic documents that suggest the tomb previously thought to have belonged to Saint
Nicholas belonged to an anonymous local priest.
The saint was known for his generosity throughout the 4th century, a reputation that has held up to this day. He has been described as a person who rescued sisters
from slavery and protected children from kidnapping and death. Excavation of the site is underway to unearth the possible remains of St. Nicholas. The professor
leading the dig, Sema Dogan, has said, unearthing the tomb could result in more tourism to Turkey. Another act of charity courtesy of the great saint, even from
beyond the grave.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/santas-tomb-is-found-off-turkey-academics-claim-to-have-found-where-st-nicholas-was-buried-david-1467871.html

•Business Meeting
•Business meetings are our monthly meetings to discuss current activities and business issues of concern to our

Barony. Everyone is welcome to attend.3rd Thursdays 6:30 P.M., every month
•Business meetings are currently taking place at thee Herbert Wilson Recreational Center.
Contact: Mistress Taya de Montgomery, seneschal @ seleone.org
•Second Sunday Social

•On the second Sunday of each month during the summer, unless there is a local event, the people of Seleone celebrate with

fighter practice and a social at Broken Oaks starting at around noon, in lieu of our other regularly scheduled activities.
•Heavy Weapons (armored combat)
•These are our heavy armored combat practices. We also sometimes have practice for combat archery and melees at these
times.
•Sundays at Hiller Park in Biloxi, CANCELED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
•Contact: Maerwynn uxor Floriani, marshal @ seleone.org
•Tuesday nights at Broken Oaks (Youth Combat as well as Heavy Combat is also available during these practices)
•Contact: Syr Loric Silvestris
•Broken Oaks telephone number: 228- 832- 7404

•Light Weapons (fencing and rapier)

•Light weapons practice is held on Thursday nights at Telemark Treehouse. (Except on third Thursdays, when Seleone has its

monthly business meeting.) Please contact Syr Loric or
•Maerwynn for information. Dance Class and Musical Arts
•Middle Eastern Dance - European Dance
•Dance: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Mondays
•On months with a 5th Monday, there will be a potluck feast with dancing and live music.
•Practicing groups and topics may vary, please call to confirm schedule.
•Held at St. Patrick's Episcopal Church, 310 N. Cleveland Avenue, Long Beach, MS
•Arts and Sciences Classes
•.
•A&S meeting schedules fluctuate and are usually on a selected weekend.

Location and topics and times will vary so please call to confirm schedule.
•Contact: Maria Elena Kalderesh 228- 493- 4532
•Herbal Guild and Sages of Seleone

•Historical use of plants and herbs, for cooking, health and pleasure.
•Contact: Maria Elena Kalderesh 228- 476- 4886

•Project Night and Sewing Circle Tuesday nights, 7:00 P.M. at Broken Oaks.

http://sherwoodforesthistory.blogspot.com/2012/10/goo
se-fair.html

Baron:
Baron Æduin Hacke (Eddie the Hack)
Baroness: Baroness Deborah of Haleshaven
coronets @ seleone.org
Seneschal
The Seneschal is the chief administrative officer and legal representative of the Barony.

Seneschal: Mistress Taya de Montgomery, seneschal @ seleone.org
Deputy Seneschal:
Herald
The Herald coordinates several areas of activity. Book heraldry involves helping people research unique names and
devices for their personae. Field heraldry coordinates the heraldic display, and the precedence, arrangement and
announcement of matches on a tournament field. Criers make announcements during events. Court heraldry
requires knowledge of the conduct of Royal courts, proper use of titles, bizarre name pronouncement, etiquette, and
enough pizzazz to stand before a large group of hungry, tired people and delight them with your charm, yet not
outshine the Royals. Good luck.
Herald: Phlorianos Kavallarios (Florian), herald @ seleone.org
Deputy Herald: vacant

Knight's Marshal
The Knight Marshal is responsible for all fighting-related activities in the Barony. This includes making sure that new
fighters are safely and properly trained and authorized. They also see that there are marshals available to supervise
during events, demos, etc.
Marshal: Sir Briar Kievich, marshal @ seleone.org
Deputy Marshal:
Youth Marshal: Inge
Rapier Marshal: Maerwynn uxor Floriani
Exchequer
The Exchequer is the Baronial Treasurer. This office is responsible for maintaining the Baronial accounts and keeping
track of all money handled by the Barony.
Officer: Giovanna diCorlionne, exchequer @ seleone.org
Deputy: Eugenie Griffon de Seleone
Arts & Sciences
The Minister of Arts and Sciences encourages local artists, and lets the Kingdom know what our artisans are doing.
The Minister of A&S is good person to contact when looking for local A&S resources, or looking for someone who has
knowledge of or skill with a specific art.
Officer: Maria Elena Kalderash
Deputy: ask if interested
C hronicler
The C hronicler's traditional duty has been the publication of the Baronial newsletter, "Sealion's Tale". The Deputy
chronicler's duty is to berate Baronial members who do not submit articles, prose, comic, artwork, song, poetry or
other printable materials for publication.
C hronicler: Grimbjorn, chronicler @ seleone.org
Deputy C hronicler:

https://hiveminer.com/User/rotraud_71t

Minister of Children
The Minister of C hildren organizes children's activities at events. This officer might also be called upon for ideas for

•Minister

of Children
Minister of Children organizes children's activities at events. This officer might also be called upon for
ideas for demos at schools or other venues with a high percentage of minors.
•Officer:
•Deputy:
•The

•Historian

•The

historian records the events and happenings that effect the barony, in scrapbooks, photo albums, on
video and in writing. This officer works hand in hand with the Heralds to keep track of awards given to
groups and populace of the Barony.
•Officer: Dediana duCorwyn
•Deputy:
•Web Minister
•The

web minister is in charge of maintaining the Baronial Website, moderating the e-list when necessary
and electronically distributing A Sealion's tale. Current knowledge of web-design and webpublishing languages is essential for this position.
•Officer: Randal Guillaume, web-minister @ seleone.org
•Deputy:
•Steward
•The

Steward keeps track of the Baronial stuff. Over the years, quite a bit of stuff has been accumulated,
including a trailer in which to haul and store the Baronial stuff. If you are running an event and
need something, please ask this officer if we have it before buying a new one.
•Officer: THLord Æduin Hacke (Eddie the Hack)
•Deputy:
•Camp Master
•The

camp master is in charge of the allocation, set up and placement of tents in Baronial camp sites,
including food tents. This does not mean that the camp master will set up your tent, although they may very
well take it down, if you put it somewhere it ought not to be. All members of the Barony wishing to stay in
camp should check in with the camp master. The camp master may also be in charge of coordinating group
meals at wars.
•Officer: Gunnulf HvitaSkeggr - Contact through Facebook only please.
•Deputy: Lady Jehanne Darc de la Coste
•Scullary Master
•The

scullery master, along with the feast-crat/kitchen-crat of an event is in charge of cleaning dishes,
kitchen pans and utensils, and populace dishes (if that service is provided) at events, especially following
feasts. Please offer to help the scullery master. Remember: King Arthur was a dishwasher.
•Officer: Baroness Ellyn Heath of Hemingford Grey
•Deputy:
•Constab
•The

constable is in charge of site safety and security, parking at events and the handling of lost & found items
at events.
•Officer: Mistress Daphne of Colchester
•Depurty:

• This is the December A.S. LVII (2018)
Issue of A Sealion’s Tale, an official
publication of the Barony
of Seleone a chapter of the Society for
• Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA,
Inc.). A Sealion’s Tale is available on our
Yahoo groups page in the file section and
on the unofficial Facebook page or directly
from our Chronicler’s Office Care of:
• This is not a corporate publication of
the SCA, Inc., and does not delineate SCA,
Inc. policies. Copyright 2017, Society for
Creative Anachronism Inc.
• Reproduction by any means without
the express permission of the author or
artist constitutes a breach of copyright and
is punishable by law. For information
on reprinting photographs, articles, or
artwork from this publication please
contact the Chronicler’s Office, who will
assist you in contacting the original creator
of the piece. Please respect the legal rights
of our contributors.
• All submissions are due by
Sunday, following the monthly business
meeting, which is held on the
third Thursday of every month.
• Submissions may be brought to
the business meeting; the Chronicler also
requests that a copy be sent to him VIA email:
. All submissions are subject to editing
for length, content and style. Please
contact the Chronicler’s Office
for submission permission form
information.
https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/abbey-library-of-saint-gall-2

